Dear Pastor & Church,

Greetings in our Lord’s all sufficient grace.

“Righteousness exalt a nation: but sin is a reproach to any people.” Proverbs 14: 34

Around two millions Syrian refugees are in Lebanon. Many of them are not refugees but are working in Lebanon illegally as workers of any kind, carpenters, electricians, plumbers, traders, etc… this huge number of the Syrian workers and professionals had effected the country severely. They competed the Lebanese workers because they are satisfied with lower wages than the Lebanese can tolerate or afford for several acceptable reasons. So then, the economic became very low and consequently some of the Lebanese have chosen to work, directly or indirectly, with the terrorists like Isis to earn a living…. Besides robbery, theft, crimes, kidnapping, etc… This is with the fact that Lebanon is still suffering from the divisions in the government and from the extremist Muslims as well, which means that the danger of explosion in the country still exists. Consequently, then, we have to live by faith every day and always we have to look up, and lift up our heads; for our redemption draweth nigh. (Luke 21: 28).

ACTIVITIES

Many thanks to the Lord our God that we are still laboring in the field of Lebanon with cautious and carefulness and with thanksgiving. Many of those refugees are still able to attend our evangelical ministries besides the nationals. We still have a great ministry among the kids especially in the South of Lebanon besides the ministry to the adults as well. We still have over there a large number of attendance in our meetings with many families and kids, sometimes we have around 400 people or more, besides a lot of activities.

We still have evangelical center in Tripoli (North of Lebanon). It was a great victory for our ministry in Tripoli to regain our center where we can reach a lot of the refugees besides the nationals.

Another good news is our great and successful ministry, which the Lord had provided for us in the South of Syria, where the majority are from a very strange religion called "Drouz". Many got saved over there in the city called Shahba where our Missionary reside for this purpose. He is doing a great and successful job in preaching, teaching, evangelizing, and visiting a lot of families in that city.

Prayer Request

- Please pray for our ministry in the South, the middle, and in the North of Lebanon
- Please pray for our missionary Danial Azzam in Syria (It is a very prosperous ministry)
- Please pray for the bad situation in Lebanon
- Please pray for us for health, wisdom, guidance and protection.

Thank you very much for your prayers, concern, love and support,

Abdou & Siham Issa.